Professor Mike Orta, Major Professor
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate Nico Assump9lo. He has not received the interest and recognition of the American jazz audience, despite having recorded and performed with some of the greatest jazz musicians in the world.
Four works were transcribed and analyzed in detail with respect to the following issues and elements: rhythmic conception, bass techniques and melodic and harmonic characteristics. Observations were made and trends examined in his music as well as his improvisational style, which illustrates his stylistic significance.
Results show that Nico Assumpgao is indeed representative of the Jazz Fusion and Latin Jazz styles, despite his low profile in jazz literature. This is seen in his electric bass playing through his use of Brazilian and other Latin elements in conjunction with a jazz vocabulary. This is exemplified through the transcriptions and analysis of his works.
iii This rhythm denotes a straight sixteenth note feel and may be combined with a variety of syncopation giving the music a type of swing which differs from the jazz swing feel in its basis. Bredice (1981) defines syncopation:
" Broadly speaking by syncopation we mean a displacement of natural accents ...when we play a note on a weaker beat and hold that sound through a 4 stronger beat...any down beat is stronger than any up beat." (p.56)
The jazz swing feel basic figure derives from the tied-triplet figure described by Gridley (2003) An example of a long passage using straight sixteenth notes.
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Measures 5 and 6 ("Jade" -appendix 3)
Here is an example of eighth note triplets use.
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CNIN /P CNI47 4tH/P$ Tapping is also a percussive form to play the bass, however without drawing the string away from the fingerboard. Instead the fingers tap the strings and can even play chords, when strings are tapped at the same time.
When a bass player combines two hands playing with the tapping technique he can reach a sort of independent playing called two-hands tapping technique.
This gives the bassist the ability to accompany himself in many ways, like a pianist.
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Nico Assump9ao could perform the above describe techniques with perfection. This could be seen throughout his career and even among the repertoire included in this research, although mainly as an accompaniment device.
One technique widely utilized by jazz bass players is the ghost note.
It is a percussive effect that bassists create by plucking the strings with the right hand while touching smoothly the string over the neck of the instrument. It is often used on the upbeat of Jazz or Samba to provide a sort of rhythmic feel.
Nico Assumpeho takes advantage of this technique as shown by the following examples:
Measure 53 ("Blues for Mr. Saltzman" -appendix 4)
Measure 12 ("Serra do mar" -appendix 1)
Assumpeao also uses traditional articulations such as appoggiatura.
Measure 6 ("Jade" -appendix 3)
On down beat one Assumpgao applies the appoggiatura over a half note.
Measure 17 ("Serra do Mar" -appendix 1)
This example shows Assumpgao using one appoggiatura for each beat of the measure.
According to Oppenhein (1981, p.6):
"A hammered-on note is any note that is played with the left hand, without any articulation from the right hand. Notice that a hammered-on note can be any kind of note on any string, and that when a hammered-on note is preceded by a note articulated by the right hand, those notes are connected with a slur".
Through the analyses of Assumpgao's solos a wide-ranging use of this technique can be found.
the measure.
g / Measure 7 ("Jade" -appendix 3)
A variation of the hammered-on note is the lifted-off note. The difference between these is that while the first moves towards a higher tone the second makes the contrary movement towards a lower tone. This is demonstrated in the following example;
Measure 21 ("Serra do mar" -appendix 1)
In this measure Assumpeao uses both hammered-on and lifted-off notes.
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plucking two strings in the same moment in order to play a chord.
Intervals may vary. The more common are: thirds, fifths, tri-tone, sevenths and octave.
On this measure Assumppio demonstrates the use of an octave double-stop.
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Chapter Four
IV -Harmonic and Melodic Considerations
This chapter will focus on the jazz idiom harmonic and melodic features of Assumpcao's transcribed solos. Assump9ao's favorite scales, arpeggios, patterns, motifs and other devices will be shown as well.
One common craft among jazz musicians is the quotation. It consists of playing a fragment of another tune (usually a well known tune) within an improvised solo.
Measures 62 and 63 ("Blues for Mr.Saltzman" -appendix 4)
Assumpgao quotes "The boogie-woogie bugle boy" (Prince, 1941) .
Another device used by Jazz musicians is the motif. Motif is a small fragment of a melodic line that is repeated sequentially even without a harmonic parallel with the tune. 
